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Abstract. We apply the inverse reconstruction technique
based on the two-dimensional time-dependent Petschek-type
reconnection model to a dual bipolar magnetic structure ob-
served by THEMIS B probe in the Earth’s magnetotail during
a substorm on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT. The tech-
nique exploits the recorded bipolar magnetic field variation
as an input and provides the reconnection electric field and
the location of the X-line as an output. As a result of the
technique application, we get (1) the electric field, reaching
∼1.1 mV/m at the maximum and consisting of two succes-
sive pulses with total duration of∼6 min, and (2) the approx-
imate X-line position located in the magnetotail between 18
and 20RE .

Keywords. Space plasma physics (Magnetic reconnection)

1 Introduction

An attempt to get a remote estimate of the electric field along
the X-line in the Earth’s magnetotail was made by Richard-
son and Cowley (1985, 1987). Using the dispersion of ion
bursts and the expansion speed of the boundary layer, mea-
sured by ISEE3 spacecraft, they deduced the electric field
along the near-Earth reconnection line. However, since the
ISEE3 spacecraft was located far away from the proposed X-
line location, the estimates obtained by them were not con-
clusive.

Recently, a novel remote-sensing technique was intro-
duced (Semenov et al., 2005), which allows to reconstruct
the time-varying reconnection rate and the X-line location
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from single spacecraft magnetic data. The technique was
successfully applied to both: isolated reconnection events in
the magnetotail (Ivanova et al., 2007), like NFTEs (Night-
side Flux Transfer Events) or TCRs (Travelling Compres-
sion Regions), and composite reconnection events consisting
of several successive NFTE/TCR-signatures (Ivanova et al.,
2008). Under the term “successfully” we mean that reason-
able physical values were obtained for the reconnection rate
and the X-line location.

To exploit the reconstruction tool, one needs (1) a record
of reconnection-associated bipolar magnetic variations, ob-
tained in the tail lobes or, at least, at the plasma sheet pe-
riphery/PSBL (Plasma Sheet Boundary Layer), and (2) an
estimate of the average propagation velocity of these bipolar
structures along the Sun-Earth direction. All numerical cal-
culations are carried out in the normalized form and knowl-
edge of the propagation velocity is needed to convert recon-
struction results to dimensional values.

It is important to note that the technique implies a homo-
geneous background in the tail. In particular, the propagation
velocity of magnetic structures is assumed to be constant ev-
erywhere between the X-line and a point of the spacecraft
observation. In reality, of course, there is no homogeneity
along the Sun-Earth direction and the velocity does not stay
constant. This is the first factor, which reduces the accuracy
of the method. The second one is the problem of reliable
determination of the average propagation velocity. Essen-
tial uncertainties in estimating this quantity often occur, thus
decreasing validity of the reconstruction results. As it was
stated above, the technique itself require single spacecraft
measurements. However, use of multiple spacecraft is neces-
sary because it gives an opportunity to estimate the magnetic
structure velocity. In case of CLUSTER the propagation ve-
locity of NFTE/TCR-structures can be found by means of
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Fig. 1. Time-dependent Petschek-type reconnection model: Cur-
rent sheet separating two plasma domains with opposite magnetic
fieldsB decays into a system of MHD discontinuities and shocksS,
which form two outflow bulges propagating in opposite directions
with the Alfvén speedVA. The dotted line is a separatrix between
the reconnected magnetic flux and the non-reconnected one. The
shaddowed area represents outflow bulges themselves.

multi-point timing (though, strictly speaking, this approach
gives the local velocity at the point of observation instead of
the average one.) For THEMIS mission a necessary estimate
of the average propagation velocity may be obtained by trac-
ing a reconnection-associated structure through the sequence
of THEMIS spacecraft.

Up to now the technique was applied to CLUSTER ob-
servations only. In this paper we present first application of
our method to magnetotail data obtained by THEMIS. We
investigate a tailward propagating composite magnetic struc-
ture consisting of two bipolarBz-variations (wherez is the
direction normal to the current sheet), which was detected by
THEMIS B probe during a substorm on 22 February 2008
around 04:35 UT. Our motivation to use THEMIS data was
based on a hope to get a reliable estimated of really the aver-
age propagation velocity (instead of the local one).

2 Inverse reconstruction technique based on time-
dependent Petschek-type reconnection

For convenience of the reader a brief description of the re-
construction tool is given in this section. Further details can
be found in the papers by Semenov et al. (2005), where the
first variant of the reconstruction technique is presented (the
limit of incompressible plasma), and by Ivanova et al. (2007),
where extension for compressible plasma is given.

The reconstruction tool was developed on the basis of
2-D time-dependent Petschek-type reconnection model (Se-
menov et al., 1983, 2004; Heyn and Semenov, 1996), which
generalizes the classic Petschek mechanism for an unsteady
regime. The unsteady solution allows to simulate different
reconnection regimes (impulsive, quasi-stationary, intermit-
tent) and, thus, to investigate dynamics of the reconnection
process depending on a variable reconnection rate. It also de-
scribes the current sheet state after reconnection has ceased.

In the frame of this model the reconnection rate (the elec-
tric field at the X-line) is prescribed a priori as an arbitrary
function of time restricted by the causality:E(t) ≡ 0 for
t ≤ 0. Local appearance of the electric field leads to a decay
of the current sheet into a system of MHD discontinuities and
shocks (Biernat et al., 1987; Heyn et al., 1988), which form
two outflow bulges containing accelerated plasma (Fig. 1).
Once reconnection ceases (i.e. the electric field at the X-line
drops to zero), the outflow bulges detach themselves from the
reconnection site and move in opposite directions along the
current sheet.

The model is analytical and is predicated on a number of
simplifying assumptions: (i) plasmas and magnetic fields in
reconnecting domains are homogeneous; (ii) the initial cur-
rent sheet contains no normal component and is thin enough
to be approximated by a tangential discontinuity; and (iii) the
reconnection electric field is much less than the electric
field calculated from the background magnetic field and the
Alfv én velocityE � EA = vAB0/c (Petschek, 1964).

Perturbations caused by the moving outflow bulges in the
surrounding medium are found from the set of compressible
ideal MHD equations linearised with respect to the constant
background. External perturbations (observed outside the
bulges) can be written in the form of a convolution integral:

Bz(t,x,z) =

t∫
0

dτKz(τ,x,z)E(t −τ). (1)

HereE is the reconnection electric field,x andz are the ob-
servational coordinates along and normal to the current sheet,
counted from the reconnection site (X-line).

The kernel of convolutionKz(τ,x,z) contains information
on: (1) medium parameters; (2) waves and discontinuities
launched by reconnection; and (3) position of observation
with respect toX–line. Physically, the kernel characterizes
the response of the medium to an elementary, delta-shaped
pulse of reconnection (Penz et al., 2006).

External perturbations are caused by bending of magnetic
field lines around the outflow bulge and, since the shape of
the bulge depends on the time profile ofE(t), they, naturally,
reflect all changes in the reconnection rate (see Eq. 1). For an
intermittent electric field consisting of two successive pulses
the model predicts a dual bipolarBz-variation and a dualBx-
compression (Fig. 2).

Qualitative agreement between model predictions and
spacecraft observations gave rise to an idea of inverting the
problem. The inverse solution gives the reconnection electric
field if magnetic perturbations are known (whereas the direct
solution defines perturbations for the specified electric field).
Indeed, if the magnetic variationBz(t) at some observational
point (x,z) is known (from spacecraft measurements), the
relation (1) can be seen as an integral equation for the un-
known electric fieldE(t). Employing a standard method for
solving integral equations of the convolution type, namely,
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Fig. 2. Dual reconnection pulse (upper panel) and the correspond-
ing magnetic field perturbations (lower panel).

the method of Laplace transforms, we get a simple relation-
ship between Laplace images of the electric field, the Bz-
variation, and the convolution kernel:

E(p) =
Bz(p)

Kz(p)
. (2)

Once the position of the spacecraft with respect to the X-line
is known, the inverse Laplace transform of relation (2) gives
E(t). In reality, of course, the relative spacecraft location
is not known a priori. To find it, a minimization procedure
is utilized as follows: A trial spacecraft position(x̃,z̃) is as-
sumed and the corresponding reconnection electric fieldẼ(t)

is obtained. Since the trial coordinates are not correct in gen-
eral, the functionẼ(t) is usually negative on a part of the
time interval. However, the real electric field must be posi-
tive. Therefore, the absolute value|Ẽ(t)| is then inserted into
the direct solution to obtain the magnetic field variationsBz,
Bx . Minimizing the standard deviation between the calcu-
latedBz, Bx and those measured by the spacecraft, one can
find both, the optimal electric fieldE(t), and the position of
the X-line with respect to the spacecraft.

To wind up the description of the technique, we should
emphasize that our method requires magnetic data collected
outside the disturbing bulge (since it exploits the inverted ex-
ternal solution). The method can be applied to isolated recon-
nection events and to composite reconnection events (con-
sisting of several NFTE/TCR-signatures) as well.

3 Application to THEMIS event on 22 February 2008,
04:35 UT

We now apply the technique described above to a dual NFTE
observed by THB spacecraft in the magnetotail during a sub-
storm on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT. We shall not
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Fig. 3. Positions of THEMIS spacecraft on 22 February 2008,
04:35 UT in(x,z) GSM plane.

discuss ground signatures of the substorm, noting only that
they included Pi2 pulsations at Pine Ridge station, increase
of THEMIS AE index to 200 nT and the aurora intensifica-
tion at 68◦ magnetic latitude, near the location of THB, C, D,
E footpoints (Liu et al., 2009). Among magnetotail aspects
of the substorm we concentrate on those, which are relevant
to our purpose. For further details the reader is referred to
Liu et al. (2009).

At the time of interest THEMIS spacecraft were located
as shown in Fig. 3, covering the region from 6 to 24RE in
the tail. In accordance with a value of the observedBx–
component of the background magnetic field, probes THB
and THC were flying through the southern periphery of the
plasma sheet (BB

x ∼ −19 nT,BC
x ∼ −22 nT), whereas THD

and THE were situated deep inside the plasma sheet, slightly
to the north from the neutral sheet (BD

x ∼ +2 nT, BE
x ∼

+5 nT). All the probes detected substorm-related plasma
sheet activity around 04:35 UT.

At 04:35:16 UT the probe THB detected commencement
of a dual bipolar structure with the main negative pulse in
Bz preceded by the smaller positive pulse (Fig. 4). One
can see that (1) change of sign of theBz-variation approx-
imately coincides with the extremum ofBx-variation, and
(2) vz-component of the ion velocity anticorrelates withBz-
component of the magnetic field, changing from outward
flow (away from the current sheet) to inward one (toward
the current sheet). These properties are typical for NFTEs
(Sergeev et al., 1992), which are believed to be associated
with reconnection in the tail. The polarity ofBz-variation
(first slightly positive, then strongly negative) gives an ev-
idence that the outflow bulge responsible for these remote
NFTE-signatures was propagating tailward. Thus, interpret-
ing THB observations in favour of reconnection we may con-
clude that the X-line was located Earthward of THB.

To our opinion, there is an ambiguity in the interpre-
tation of THC observations (Fig. 5). Owing to indistinct
character of magnetic field and velocity variations at THC,
it is not clear whether the probe observed a bipolarBz-
variation of−/+ polarity (stating at 04:33:45 UT) or positive
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Fig. 4. Observations of THB on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT.

Bz-deflection (stating from 04:34:20 UT)? In the first case
observations would be interpreted as the passage of a to-
tally formed Earthward propagating bulge, which NFTE-
properties (phase shift betweenBz andBx , correlation be-
tweenBz and vz) are not well-pronounced. In the second
case the data from THC may be interpreted as the onset of re-
connection inflow towards the neutral sheet (indeed, the pos-
itive Bz-deflection is accompanied by the northward plasma
flow), meaning that reconnection activates in the vicinity of
THC and proceeds through the first stage, when the bulges
are still in formation. In both cases the X-line should be lo-

cated tailward of the probe THC and, possibly, very close to
it (if the second interpretation is right).

Two neighbouring probes THD/THE detected similar sig-
natures: transient dipolarization at 04:36:50 UT (abrupt in-
crease of theBz-component) and Earthward flow up to
600 km/s at the maximum (Figs. 6 and 7). An interesting
thing is that dipolarization and plasma flow are not synchro-
nized: the flow onset preceded dipolarization by∼50 s at
THD and by∼30 s at THE. And here a question arises: what
has to be considered as manifestation of arrival of the bulge
at the point of THD/THE observations? The onset of ion
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Fig. 5. Observations of THC on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT.

flow, accompanied by the gradual pressure/density increase,
or the dipolarization onset? Commonly dipolarization is in-
terpreted as arrival of the reconnected flux. Following this
interpretation, the bulge, which carries the reconnected flux,
arrived at THD/THE location at 04:36:50 UT. The earlier en-
hancement of the flow and the pressure/density is likely asso-
ciated with the pushing effect produced by the coming bulge.
It is important to note that the ion flow speed observed si-
multaneously with the onset of transient dipolarization was
∼300 km/s on both spacecraft.

Since we do not know unambiguously the moment when
THC captured the reconnection signal, we can not esti-
mate definitely the propagation velocity of the disturbing
bulge: the delay1t = 185 s (04:36:50–04:33:45) and the dis-
tanceR = 6.9RE between THC (xC = −17.8RE) and THD
(xD = −10.9RE) give the speed of Earthward propagation
v ∼ 240 km/s; the delay1t = 150 s (04:36:50–04:34:20) cor-
responds to the speedv ∼ 290 km/s. The latter value is con-
gruent with the plasma flow (∼300 km/s) detected at the
dipolarization front and, therefore, it is used as a prefer-
able normalization unit to convert reconstruction results to
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Fig. 6. Observations of THD on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT.

dimensional form. If we assume for a while that arrival of
the bulge at THD probe is associated with the onset of ion
flow at 04:36:00 UT, then we get faster propagation of the
reconnection signal:v ∼ 330 km/s for the delay1t = 135 s
(04:36:00–04:33:45) andv ∼ 440 km/s for the delay1t =

100 s (04:36:00–04:34:20).

Normalization of THB magnetic data was done with re-
spect toB0 = 19 nT (background magnetic field at THB) and
T0 = 60 s (typical duration of reconnection pulse). Three
different variants of reconstruction have been tried: (1) us-
ing only first pulse (04:35:16–04:38:00 UT), (2) only sec-

ond pulse (04:38:00–04:42:00 UT), and (3) using both pulses
as one input (04:35:16–04:42:00 UT). Minimization of the
standard deviationStD between model magnetic perturba-
tions and variations measured by THB spacecraft exhibited
existence of a well-pronounced minimum (Fig. 8), located
at ∼ −18.5RE in the tail. For all three variants of recon-
struction the recovered X-line position lies in the region be-
tween−18 and−20RE . The differences in the obtained val-
ues do not exceed the accuracy of the method, confirming
that both parts of the dual bipolar structure have the same
spatial origin and may be treated as one composite input.
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Fig. 7. Observations of THE on 22 February 2008 around 04:35 UT.

The recovered electric field consists of two successive pulses
with total duration of∼6 min. The amplitude of the first
pulse is∼0.65 mV/m, of the second one∼1.1 mV/m (Fig. 9).
These dimensional results were obtained with the velocity
normalization unitv = 290 km/s. Use of smaller propaga-
tion velocity v = 240 km/s reduces electric field amplitude
for ∼0.15 mV/m and shifts the X-line tailward for∼1RE .
On the contrary, use of greater values for propagation veloc-
ity v = 330 km/s andv = 440 km/s shifts the X-line towards
the Earth to positions∼ −17.8RE and∼ −15.7RE , corre-
spondingly. The last position is unrealistic, since it is situated
Earthward of THC probe.

The reconstructed X-line locationxX ∼ −18.5RE is in a
good agreement with a simple timing, based on the capture
time and positions of THB (tB ,xB ) and THD (tD,xD):

(xD −xX)−(xX −xB) = v(tD − tB).

Varying the propagation velocity of the bulge from 200 to
1000 km/s and assuming 10 s error for capture timestB and
tD, we get the dependencexX(v) shown in Fig. 10. One
can see that the argumentv ∼ 300 km/s corresponds to the
reconnection site atxX ∼ −18.5RE .
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4 Conclusions

In the present paper we applied for the first time the in-
verse reconstruction technique based on the time-dependent
Petschek-type reconnection model to THEMIS data. Being
inspired (together with the majority of magnetosphere re-
searchers) by capability of THEMIS mission, we hoped to
trace the reconnection-associated structure through the se-
quence of THEMIS spacecraft and thus to get a reliable esti-
mate of its average propagation velocity. However, we found
that essential uncertainties in determination of reconnection
signal commencement exist and the obtained estimate for the
average propagation velocity of magnetic structure is not as
reliable as it was expected.
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Fig. 10. Dependence of X-line location on propagation velocity.

One source of uncertainties is the difficulty to distinguish
the start of the event on THD/THE probes. The simplest tim-
ing can be done by taking the first signature, that is the onset
of ion flow, accompanied by the gradual pressure/density in-
crease ahead of the NFTE-bulge. However, this timing seems
to be not appropriate for our purpose: we need the arrival
time of the bulge itself. Thus, we prefer to consider that it is
dipolarization onset that manifests the arrival of the NFTE-
bulge.

Another source of ambiguity is indistinct character of the
magnetic field and velocity variations at THC spacecraft
(probably, caused by close location of the X-line). We have
considered different timing possibilities and, in spite of the
indicated uncertainties, we have got an estimate of the X-
line position and the reconnection electric field which look
reasonable.
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